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A The Model

For the sake of generalizability, we consider a wide array of setups and specifications for the model

beyond the basic setup we present in the paper. In this appendix, we show that our results are not

specific to the basic setup. More specifically:

• in section A.1, we discuss the theoretical implications of some of our modeling choices as well

as alternate setups and specifications;

This section covers the following points:

– a discussion of alternate setups such as changes in the sequence of the game or allowing

for a counter-offer from the contestant to the supporter;

– a discussion of alternate specifications of some of the parameters, including the definition

of Π as well as other elements of the players’ utilities functions, such as σ or ν;

– a discussion of the constraint PT and its effects on the equilibrium solutions of the game,

and a proof that, when solving under such constraint, notwithstanding the chosen setup

and specifications, the gametree can be “simplified”.

• in section A.2, we provide a solution for a comprehensive set of equilibria of the model.

This section considers two cases:

– a simplified case for which we derivate a numerical solution in order to provide intuition

for the dynamics at play;

– a general and more complex case in which we use generic non closed-form utility func-

tions.

• in section A.3, we offer a proof that the three equilibrium features we use to make our

predictions in the paper hold across setups and specifications.
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A.1 Discussing Setups and Specifications

In our main setup, the agency of the target group is not restricted: structurally, the two receivers,

T and X face the same action space. These two groups are only distinguishable in terms of the

parameters that define them: their size (ni), their influence (νi), and their relationship with the

rest of the community (σi).

In case of contestation, the groups are further distinguished by their role in the contestation:

one group is the contestant, j, who chooses to start a fight (¬A) with L rather than accept the

allocation (A). The other group is the supporter, ¬j, who weights on the outcome of the fight by

allying either with the elite (JL) or with the contestant (¬JL). Theoretically, both X and T could

be either j or ¬j.
In this section, we show that when solving the game under constraint PT , notwithstanding the

variety of modeling choices we could consider for the setup and specifications, we can “simplify”

the gametree, insofar at the relevant equilibria correspond to a restricted setup where X is the

contestant, and T the supporter.

A.1.1 Choices of Setups

In earlier versions of this model, we worked on a restricted setup where the target group was a weak

player whose agency was constrained into only having the opportunity to support one side or the

other in case of conflict in the community. While it yields results similar to the simplified gametree

we present in the next section, we prefer this more flexible and general setup where players are not

differentiated in their action sets.

The basis for the game is a Dictator game, with one distributor and two receivers. As mentioned

in the paper, the main grounds for most of our modeling decisions is the specific setting that we are

illustrating, that is aid targeting. While the theoretical novelty and interest of this simple model

and the care we put in developing it arguably may be above standard for what’s expected from an

empirical paper, this paper doesn’t aim at making a standalone theoretical contribution. This is a

reason why, for example, we will not discuss alternating offers as an alternate setup to this model

here. We strongly feel that, while it could be interesting to compare other bargaining designs to

this design from a purely game theoretic perspective and in the interest of formal modeling, this

is beyond the scope of this paper as whatever conclusions we would end up with would have no

bearing whatsoever to the empirical situation we are trying to describe.

Similarly, while it would be theoretically interesting to relax the equilibrium constraint for

which are solving the game within the scope of a study comparing how different targeting designs

would theoretically affect a community in different ways, this paper is, on the contrary, about

comparing the effects of one targeting design, targeting the vulnerable, on communities with various

characteristics. As such, extensions of this basic setup and their implications will be presented in

future work.
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Figure A.1: Gametree 1: Simultaneous Play

The Sequence Since the two receivers both have to decide whether they want to accept or contest

the distributor’s decision, we could in theory consider three different sequences for the gametree.

In one setup, illustrated in Figure A.1 the receivers would make that choice simultaneously. In the

others, the receivers would make their choice sequentially, with either T or X moving first (see

Figure A.2 and A.3 respectively).

In theory, the choice of a simultaneous or a sequential setup has consequences on equilibrium

results, insofar as sequential playing could generate a first-mover advantage. Contrarily to simul-

taneous plays, where each player has to make a decision without knowing what the other will do,

when moves are sequential, the second player has information about the first player’s decision.

For our basic setup, since we have no theoretical reason to assume that either X or T makes

a decision first about contestation, we tend to favor a simultaneous setting. Yet, we show in the

following sections that in the case we are interested in for this paper, that is when solving for

equilibrium under PT , there is virtually no difference between simultaneous and sequential play.

Allowing for a counter-offer In the basic setup, we consider that the set of offers {αi} made

by L is the only information that the supporter has when deciding whether to join one side or the

other. However, since this is a story about coalition building, we could theoretically consider that

it is more likely that both sides of the conflict, both the elite and the contestant, will attempt to

buy the supporter’s support.

We explore and discuss the full implications of allowing for a counter-offer in the following

sections. In particular, this modeling choice will matter when we discuss various way to specify

players’ utility functions in case of contestation, both in terms of what they care about and how

they split the benefits within a coalition.

In solving the model, we consider both setups and show that they yield similar predictions.
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A.1.2 Choices of Specifications

To solve the basic setup presented in the paper, we need to fully define the players’ utility functions

in case of contestation. Among the specifications of interest, we discuss in this section various ways

to think about how players value a given outcome, how they might share a cost of conflict, and

how they split the windfall within the winning coalition in case of contestation.

Evaluating an offer The first modeling choice that arises when defining utility functions is

to decide what players care about. In this case, the answer is pretty straightforward: they care

about what they get. Thus, as is customary, parameter α is going to be the main parameter in

each players’ utility. Yet, since part of our story is about joining a coalition, there are reasons to

think that considering the face value of the offers alone will not suffice. In a situation of radical

indifference, that is in a world where the counter-offer and the original offer would exactly match

each other for example, do we expect that the supporter, facing a situation of conflict in any case,

doesn’t care at all about whom to side with?1 Since relationships between groups are integral part

of the model, it would seem odd that σ shouldn’t matter too.2

Hence, as mentioned in the paper, the players care about the offers they get. While their

utility functions are first and foremost about the share of the windfall they receive, the curvature

of that utility depends on who they receive that offer from. Typically, the utility of the supporter

u¬j(F, J) = f(α¬j , σj) is going to be concave in α with the concavity depending on σ such that
∂f
∂α > 0, and ∂f

∂σ > 0. The more antagonistic the relations of a group with the rest of the community,

the lesser the value of what the supporter receives from that group, and conversely.3

Splitting benefits in a coalition The other important question in order to define the utility

functions of the players in case of contestation is to determine how benefits are shared within a

winning coalition. The vast existing literature on coalitions basically tells us that there are two ways

to think about splitting benefits within coalitions (Komorita and Chertkoff, 1973; van Beest, Wilke

and van Dijk, 2003). The respective share of a reward that goes to each member of the coalition

can be indexed on that member’s value —its bargaining power— either pre- or post-agreement.

The value pre-agreement corresponds broadly speaking to the “minimal power theory” according

to which rewards should be divided in direct proportion of how pivotal each player is, while the

1Note that we’re not talking here simply about defining a rule to parse out limit cases of indifference. For that we
abide by usual practice and say that by convention the supporter supports the elite in case of indifference. This
goes with the idea that people are conflict-averse. If indifferent, the supporter siding with the elite could mean that
contestant decides not to contest.

2Note that, in a case where the supporter has to decide whether to join the elite or the contestant, what would
distinguish the propensity to join L from the propensity to join j is not σ¬j , which doesn’t differentiate between
relations of ¬j with L or j. The decision would rather be a function of σL or σX .

3Note that, because f is concave in α, we have ∂2f

∂α2
T
< 0, which in turn, with the previous constraints, means that we

have ∂2f
∂αT ∂σ

> 0. That’s why it is cheaper in the end for the elite to buy off the target group when relationships with

the excluded group are worse: as σX increases, for each unit of the windfall given to X makes it marginally harder /
less efficient to avoid conflict (it’s harder to buy off X), while conversely it becomes cheaper to buy off T - each unit
becomes more efficient in buying off T ’s support.
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value post-agreement would correspond to the “minimal resource theory”—rewards are divided in

direct proportion of the respective weights or power of the players (Komorita and Moore, 1976).4

In other words, in our context, it makes sense to think of pre-agreement value if, for example,

there is a counter-offer. In case of contestation, the supporter would then receive the offer that was

made by the side he eventually joined with, and the offerers would adjust their offer according to

the value they expect from making a coalition with the supporter ex ante. On the other hand, if

there’s no counter-offer, it makes sense to think about splitting benefits based on post-agreement

value. In case of contestation, the contestant wins the entire windfall and then bargains ex post

with the supporter —in what could be thought of as a secondary dictator game—.

In the case where the supporter is the vulnerable group, insofar as influence would factor in that

secondary bargaining situation as well, this would suggests that the supporter gets offered nothing

from either sides because of the huge bargaining power differential between the vulnerable group

and either of the two other groups taken separately.5 When solving the model in the following

section, we consider both specifications.

Being conflict averse Aside from how to specify the players’ utility functions in case of contes-

tation, one could also wonder about alternate specifications for parameter Π. In our basic setup,

the penalty for contestation is born exclusively by the contestant. This modeling choice reflects the

fact that there is a particular cost to being the one making the decision to start a conflict. However,

it could be argued that all players pay a penalty for contestation, the extent of which depends either

on their own identity (Πi) or on the identity of the contestant (Πj). The first case corresponds

to each player loosing the benefits of its own good relations with the rest of the community. In

the second case, each player looses the benefits of the contestant having good relations with the

community.

While either of these alternate specifications change the value of the equilibrium solution (the

supporter and the elite both become more conflict averse), by only shifting the equilibrium point

down, they do not affect the overall dynamics at play. For the elite, bearing a cost for conflict

makes them more conflict averse in their initial allocation decision, and so it shift up the initial

allocation toward both the target group and the excluded group. For the supporter, bearing an

extra cost in case of conflict doesn’t affect the decision of whom to support, insofar as their will be

conflict in both cases. Being more conflict averse would only make the supporter even cheaper to

buy-off compared to the contestant group for the elite than in our basic setup.

By having only the contestant bear the penalty in case of contestation, we opt the conservative

solution, insofar as it is the solution less likely to prompt the dynamics we are looking for. This

modeling choice also reflects an idea largely supported by the literature on was: starting a conflict

4This typically corresponds to the situations where, in parliament, a small minority group allies with a large minority
group to form a winning coalition: decisions in the winning coalition can be made either on the basis of one group-one
vote (aka pre-agreement value, insofar as without either of the groups, their would be no majority, so each group is
“worth” the same pre-agreement) or on the basis of votes proportional to group size (aka post-agreement value, in
which case the big group has much more power than the small one).

5This would be a standard result from a model of competition among powerful groups.
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and choosing a side in a conflict are not the same thing. By having players face different utilities

whether they decide to contest or simply join a contestation that it is already happening, we can

investigate the difference between situations that we deem empirically distinct, namely the situation

where the target group contests the allocation and is joined by the excluded group, and the situation

where it is the excluded group that contests and the target group that joins.

A.1.3 Constraint PT and its consequences

Targeting the vulnerable Rather than reflecting the vulnerability of the target group by re-

stricting its agency, we choose to develop a more general setup. This is why we reflect vulnerability

in parameter ν. But we still have to account for what makes the specificity of targeting the vul-

nerable rather than targeting along any other possible line.

In our setup, targeting the vulnerable correspond to targeting the group of all individuals in the

community that are highly vulnerable ν ∼ 0 and is thus translated into a mathematical constraint

PT = {i ∈ N|νi ∼ 0} or, at the group level, PT = {T ∈ N|νT ∼ 0}.
This constraint also reflects how we think of the role of the aid organization and of its influence

on the local community dynamics. The aid organization is not a strategic player in our game.

We motivate this choice with scope conditions based on the observation that aid organizations

are more often than not unable to effectively monitor nor to credibly enforce sanctions over the

respect of targeting criteria by the beneficiary community. Yet, by designating the target group,

and hereby entitling that group to receiving the aid windfall, the aid organization does have an

impact on the bargaining game that ensues. By defining the targeting criteria, the aid organization

effectively defines a full partition of the community into three groups of defined size, influence and

relations. It thus forces bargaining to happen between those three players exactly. Hypothetically,

the counterfactual would be that, without such an entitlement effect, the allocation of the same

windfall within the same community would happen within a different bargaining environment, that

is among a different set of groups (with different sizes, influence and relations). As a matter of

fact, this assumption also corresponds to the reason why aid organizations decide to target the

vulnerable: without humanitarian aid, the most vulnerable groups in a community are precisely

those who are otherwise left out from distribution of resources.

The role of influence In our basic setup, parameter ν, the influence, or in this case conversely

the vulnerability of the target group, enters in this group’s utility calculation through ΠT . In case

the target group decides to contest the elite’s allocation, the penalty the group faces is an increasing

function of its vulnerability, such that ∀σ ∈ [0, 1], limν→0 Π = ∞. While most of our parameters

(shares, probabilities) are bounded between 0 and 1, we impose no bounds on S and Π. Typically,

we could have Π = σ
ν .

Parameter ν could also be factored in the utility function in other ways. For example, it could

be argued that ν, the influence of a group, also affect p, the probability of winning in case of

contestation. For example, we could have p = νi ·ni This specification seems perfectly valid and we
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have no reasons to discard it. In this specification, in case of coalition, both the groups sizes and

the influences of the members of the coalition would add up to each other. Similarly to the effect of

vulnerability on Π though, when fighting on its own, a vulnerable group would see the probability

of winning a contestation go to 0.

Whether Π or p or both are a function of ν doesn’t change anything substantial to the dynamics

at play. As discussed in more details in next section, in all cases, the effect of ν ∼ 0 on the target

group’s utility function is to make the cost of being the contestant, and bearing the risk of facing

the elite alone, outweigh by a lot the potential benefits. Yet, in both specifications, what T brings

to the table by joining a coalition is its man power, namely its group size. Hence, we still have the

same predictions with these alternate specification, including those about equal sharing.6

Simplification of the game We show that, under PT , the target group is never the contestant

itself. The reasoning is as follows: basically, when deciding whether to contest, the comparison is

going to be, roughly speaking about Π and S (or a share thereof) mitigated by the probability of

winning the contest. Let’s simplify exposition of the proof forward and consider that the contestant

wins the entire pie, that is all of S, if the contestation is successful. Not having to share the aid

windfall with the supporter in a winning coalition should make contestation even more appealing.

We show that, even in this case, the target group is not the contestant.
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Figure A.4: Gametree 1: Simultaneous Play

Let’s first lay out the intuition for the proof. In case of successful contestation, the expected

benefit to a player of being the contestant is p ·S —where p is the probability of success taking into

account both possible behaviors of the supporter—, the penalty Π is due whether contestation is

6Only in the case of the prediction about equal sharing would we have an additional condition for the prediction to
hold that L and X have roughly the same influence.
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Figure A.5: Gametree 2: Sequential Play with X as a first-mover
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successful or not, and all of that is, broadly speaking, to be compared to payoffs in case the player

is not the contestant, of which we could take αS as a benchmark. The implicit function for the

decision to contest is thus going to look like:

di : pi · S −Πi ≥ αiS

While p and α are bound to be in [0, 1], S and Π have no theoretical bounds. Since, limν→0 Π =

+∞, we have:

∀S > 0, ∃η > 0 s.t. (ν ≤ η) =⇒ (
Π

S
≥ 1)

We can conclude that for νT ∼ 0, we have ΠT >> S and ∀α ∈ [0, 1], ∀p ∈ [0, 1], dT < 0. For

any given S > 0, there’s going to be a range, more or less large, of values of ν around 0 such that

vulnerable groups will prefer not to contest the elites decision. Theoretically, aid organizations

would have to target infinitely large windfalls to the most vulnerable to enable them to contest by

themselves.7

Now let’s prove this result for all three setups. We call P1 the history where both receivers

have contested the distribution. In which case, we consider that they support each other, but each

has the utility of a contestant. We call P2 (resp. P3) the history where X is the contestant, T

the supporter, and the supporter joins the contestant (resp. the elite). We call P4 (resp. P5) the

history where T is the contestant, X the supporter, the supporter joins the contestant (resp. the

elite). Finally, we call P6 the history where both receivers accept the allocation offered by the elite.

The expected utility of T in these histories is as follows:

EU [P1]T ∼ p1 · α1S −Π

EU [P2]T ∼ p2 · α2S

EU [P3]T ∼ p3 · α3S

EU [P4]T ∼ p4 · α4S −Π

EU [P5]T ∼ p5 · α5S −Π

EU [P6]T = αT

where pi ∈ [0, 1] is the probability that T is on the winning side of the contestation in history

Pi and alphai ∈ [0, 1] is the share of the windfall T gets as a reward.

In the simultaneous case, when deciding whether to contest or not, T doesn’t know of X’s

decision. The expected utility of accepting the offer, EU [A]T , is then some weighted average of

EU [P6]T (what T gets if X doesn’t contest either) and some weighted average of EU [P2]T and

EU [P3]T , the share of the windfall T gets if X contests and T supports L and of that where T

supports X. Hence EU [A]T ≥ 0.

On the other hand, the expected utility of contesting the offer, EU [¬A]T , is a weighted average

7We have explained the argument for our basic setup, where Π = f(ν). But the same logic exactly would hold if
p = f(ν) instead
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of EU [P1]T , EU [P4]T and EU [P5]T which are all functions similar to dT < 0. Hence, we know that

EU [¬A]T < 0. Hence EU [¬A]T < 0 < EU [A]T (see Figure A.4).

Now let’s consider each of the sequential setups. If X is the first mover, and X doesn’t contest,

then we have:

EU [A]T |AX = EU [P6]T

We also have:

EU [¬A]T |AX = f(EU [P4]T , EU [P5]T )

We can conclude that EU [A]T |AX ≥ EU [¬A]T |AX . Similarly, if X does contest, we have:

EU [A]T |¬AX = f(EU [P2]T , EU [P3]T )

And

EU [¬A]T |¬AX = EU [P1]T

Hence we have also EU [A]T |¬AX ≥ EU [¬A]T |¬AX . We can conclude that EU [A]T ≥ EU [¬A]T

(see in Figure A.5).

Finally, if T is the first mover, the we have:

EU [A]T = f(EU [P2]T , EU [P3]T , EU [P6]T )

And

EU [¬A]T = f(EU [P1]T , EU [P4]T , EU [P5]T )

We can also conclude that EU [A]T ≥ EU [¬A]T (see in Figure A.6).

This result holds in all the specifications discussed in the previous section, including counter-

offers or post-victory splitting of benefits, and the various specification for ν and Π. Where the

supporter also pays a penalty in case of contestation, if that penalty if a function of who is the

contestant, then we have ΠX ≤ ΠT , which makes any combination of P2 and P3 preferable to any

combination of P4 and P5. If the penalty is a function of the player, then we are back in a world

where there is virtually no difference between being a contestant and being a supporter. In that

world, T would still decide not to contest when deciding between a situation where it is certain

that there is going to be conflict and that its payoffs will be negative, and a situation where there

is still a chance to avoid conflict and achieve positive or null payoffs.

Thus, we have showed that the only relevant histories in the game, under PT are P2, P3 and

P4. For simplicity, we present in the following section a restricted version of the gametree where

we consider the comprehensive set of possible equilibria in those histories.
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A.2 Solving the Game

Let’s now consider the part of the gametree that we need to solve for;

(↵T↵T, ↵X↵X)L X

T

A

¬A
JLJL

¬JL¬JL
h1

h2

h3

Figure A.7: Simplified Gametree

As mentioned in the previous section, to fully specify the model presented in the paper, we have

to define the utility functions of the various players in case of contestation.

Broadly speaking, there are two main ways to set up what T receives in (h2) and (h3). In this

appendix, we present:8

(a) The simple case: in case of contestation, T gets nothing.

(b) The more general case: in case of contestation, X makes a counteroffer αt to T to try and

convince T not to join L in the fight.

In the following sections, we solve the model for both setups.

A Simple Example

First let’s develop a simple case and numerically solve it, to build intuition about what is going on:

We can make the simplifying assumption that, in both cases (h2) and (h3), if X contests the

distribution, then T gets 0.9 Being indifferent between joining one group or the other,10 let us

8One could argue that the difference between (a) or (b) as representations of what happens in case of contestation is
a function of the way we think about the expropriation of the windfall: if contestation is somewhat negotiated even
though forceful, then (b) seems more appropriate. If contestation is violent and the windfall is entirely expropriated,
then (a) seems more credible.

9Actually, as long as T is made indifferent between joining one side or the other, the strategic structure of this setup
remains the same, and so does the interpretation of the main comparative statics.

10Given the way its utility is set up, the target group in this game is not really a strategic player, even though its
behavior is formally set up as strategic. It behaves more like a client to the two other groups (Pendergast, 2001). The
fact that the target group, which is usually composed of the most vulnerable people in the population, has very limited
bargaining power insofar as it cannot contest the offer of the elite is substantiated by the above analysis of targeting
situations. In most targeting systems, ordinary villagers or camp residents have little or no role in determining who
is selected to receive aid, or in determining how the distribution is done. Generally, they are just informed by the
local committee when distribution will take place, and how they are expected to share the aid. As a matter of fact,
the target group is usually politically weak and under-represented in or excluded from the negotiation process about
the distribution of the aid windfall.
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assume that T mixes between J with probability pj ∈ [0, 1] and ¬J with probability 1− pj where

pj is increasing in α and concave.

The elite has basically four pure strategies: (1) share the windfall with T only, (2) share the

windfall with X only, (3) share the windfall with both X and T (4) keep the windfall to itself.

When the relationships of X with the rest of the community are bad, which also correspond to

the range of cases where X is more likely to contest the distribution, it is cheaper for L to buy

the support of T rather than to let T join X and try to deter X from contestation directly. But

eventually, if the risk of contestation is very high, L has to do both: ensure the support of T and

buy-off X.

Using backward induction, we have, for player X:

uX(A) = αXS

uX(¬A) = pj [
nX
n

(S − C)− (1− nX
n

)C] + (1− pj)[(1−
nL
n

)(S − C)− nL
n
C]

= (1− nL
n
− pj

nT
n

)S − C

and

AX =

{
A if f < 0

¬A if f > 0

where

f = (1− nL
n
− pj

nT
n
− αX)S − C

Then, if AX = A (i.e. f < 0), we have uL(αT , αX) = (1 − αT − αX)S which is maximized in

min(αT + αX). We have:

∂f(αT , αX)

∂αX
= −1 < 0

and

∂f(αT , αX)

∂αT
= −nT

n
(
∂pj
∂αT

) < 0

Thus, for a given αT , f is decreasing in αX . So, player L is going to choose α∗X the smallest

αX such that f < 0:

α∗X = 1− nL
n
− pj

nT
n
− C

S

14



Now, player L is maximizing her utility for the value of αT that minimizes g = αT + 1− nL
n −

pj
nT
n − C

S . We have:

∂g

∂αT
= 1− ∂pj

∂αT

nT
n

and

∂2g

∂α2
T

= −∂
2pj
∂α2

T

nT
n

Since pj is concave in αT , we have
∂2pj
∂α2

T
< 0, and g is convex in αT . We then have an interior

solution α∗ such that
∂pj
∂αT

(α∗T ) = n
nT

. Thus, we can conclude that α∗T will be an increasing function

of nT .

Until now, the set up is entirely general. To fully develop an example, we assume a simple

specific functional form for pj .
11 This helps develop some intuition of what the solution for α∗T may

look like.12 Let us assume that:

pj = (αT )(1−σL)

With σL ∈ [0, 1], we have pj(0, σL) = 0 and pj(1, σL) = 1. This functional form is the most

classic and flexible way to obtain an increasing and concave function with only two parameters.

We have:

∂pj
∂αT

= (1− σL)α−σLT > 0, ∀(αT , σL) ∈ [0, 1]2

and

∂2pj
∂α2

T

= (σL − 1)σLα
−σL−1
T < 0, ∀(αT , σL) ∈ [0, 1]2

This function pj is indeed increasing in αT and concave.

11To some extent, the choice of the functional form is arbitrary. The result holds as long as pj is concave. But,
as discussed in the previous section, we use parameter σL ∈ [0, 1] to capture the concavity of function pj in αT .
Substantially, it means that level of support of the target group to the elite is both a function of the current
redistribution offer αT but also of the long-term quality of the relationships between the players resulting from
previous interactions.

12In the propositions that follows, we use only the general results.
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We have :

∂g

∂αT
= 0

⇐⇒ 1− (1− σL)(α∗T )−σL
nT
n

= 0

⇐⇒ α∗T =
(

(1− σL)
nT
n

) 1
σL

where ∀σL ∈ [0, 1], ∀nT ∈ [|0, n|], α∗T ∈ [0, 1] with:

lim
σL→1

(α∗T ) = 0

and

lim
σ→0

(α∗T ) =
1

e

nT
n

Given that pj is decreasing in σL, we can conclude that α∗T will be increasing in σL as well.

Extension 1: Allowing for a counter-offer

Let us now consider a more general case where, in case of contestation, X is allowed to make a

counter-offer αt ∈ (0, 1) to T . Now T gets αTS if it decides to join L, and αtS if it joins X instead.

As with the simple case, T ’s implicit utility function for deciding whether to join L over X is a

function of both αT and σX , such that:

L X T

(h1) E[ui] (1− αT − αt) αtS αTS

(h2)
L wins (1− αT ) −ΠX(ν · σ) αTS
X wins 0 S −ΠX(ν · σ) 0
E[ui] (1− pw)(1− αT )S pwS −ΠX(ν · σ) (1− pw)αTS

(h3)
L wins S 0−ΠX(ν · σ) 0
X wins 0 (1− αt)S −ΠX(ν · σ) V (αt, σX)S
E[ui] (1− pW )S pW (1− αt)S −ΠX(ν · σ) pWV (αt, σX)S

Table A.1: Utilities

For simplicity, we use henceforth V (x, y) = (x)
1
y where y ∈ (0, 1).13

Using backward induction, we can now work out all the possible equilibria for this game. Given

that we are using SPNE as a solution concept, every subgame needs to be a Nash equilibrium.

There are then two possible type of equilibria for this game: conflict equilibria and peaceful equi-

libria. In a peaceful equilibrium, given the allocation offered by L, X decides not to fight, while

13In the simple case, we were looking at what makes T join L, so the relationship parameter made the function concave.
Here by looking at V we’re implicitly looking at the function that makes T prefer X over L, so it’s natural that the
curvature reflects that.
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knowing that if they did, T would have either joined X or L. In a conflict equilibrium, X decides

to fight and T joins either X or L.

We can then break down L’s implicit optimization problem into four cases:

1. In case P1, X chooses not to fight, while T would have joined L in case of a fight;

2. In case P2, X chooses not to fight, while T would have joined X in case of a fight;

3. In case C1, X fights and T joins L in the fight;

4. In case C2, X fights and T joins X in the fight.

1. Conditions for (P1)

Let us first consider equilibrium (P1). To sustain this equilibrium, we need :

(p1a) uX(h1) ≥ uX(h2)

(p1b) uL(h1) ≥ uL(h2)

(p1c) uX(h2) ≥ uX(h3)

(p1d) uT (h2) ≥ uT (h3)

From these conditions, we can formulate the following implicit optimization problem:

minαT + αt

s.t.

(p1a) αX ≥ pw − ΠX(ν·σ)
S

(p1b) αX ≤ pw(1− α)

(p1c) αt ≥ pW−pw
pW

(p1d) αT ≥ pW
1−pw (αt)

1
σX

and

(e) 0 ≤ αT ≤ 1

(f) 0 ≤ αX ≤ 1

(g) 0 ≤ αT + αX ≤ 1

17



Table A.2: Conditions for (P1)

Π

S

0 α∗pw pw

Offers N.A.
α∗ = pW

1−pw

(
pW−pw
pW

) 1
σX

α∗X = pw − ΠX(ν·σ)
S

α∗ = pW
1−pw

(
pW−pw
pW

) 1
σX

α∗X = 0

Final
Allocation

N.A. Same Same

UL N.A. (1− α∗ − α∗X)S (1− α∗)S

The constraints (p1a), (p1c) and (p1d) are binding. Combining (p1a) with (f), we have :

(p1a′) α∗X =


pw − ΠX(ν·σ)

S if ΠX(ν·σ)
S ≤ pw

0 otherwise.

Combining (p1c) and (p1d) with (e), we have :

(p1d′) α∗ = pW
1−pw

(
pW−pw
pW

) 1
σX

Finally, considering (p1b) and (g), we get two scope conditions :

(p1b′)
ΠX(ν·σ)

S ≥ αT pw

(p1g′)
ΠX(ν·σ)

S ≥ pw − (1− αT )

Since ∀αT ∈ (0, 1), ∀pw ∈ (0, 1), αT pw ≥ pw − (1 − αT ), we can conclude that equilibrium P1

can be sustained under the conditions described in Table A.2.

One interpretation for why α∗ 6= 0 is that, up to some point, it is ‘cheaper’ for L to buy-off T

rather than X.

2. Conditions for (P2)

Let us now consider equilibrium (P2). To sustain this equilibrium, we need to fulfill the following

conditions:

(p2a) uX(h1) ≥ uX(h3)

(p2b) uL(h1) ≥ uL(h3)

(p2c) uX(h3) ≥ uX(h2)

(p2d) uT (h3) ≥ uT (h2)
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The implicit optimization problem becomes :

minαT + αX

s.t.

(p2a) αX ≥ pW (1− αt)− ΠX(ν·σ)
S

(p2b) αT + αX ≤ pW

(p2c) αt ≤ pW−pw
pW

(p2d) αT ≤ pW
1−pw (αt)

1
σX

and

(e) 0 ≤ αT ≤ 1

(f) 0 ≤ αX ≤ 1

(g) 0 ≤ αT + αX ≤ 1

Now, the constraints (p2c) and (p2d) are non-binding. But since for all offer α, X is going to

minimize the counter-offer αt, we can rewrite (p2c) and (p2d) as follows :

(p2c′) α∗x =
(

1−pw
pW

αT

)σX
(p2d′) α∗ ≤ pW

1−pw (pW−pwpW
)

1
σX

From (p2a) and (p2c′), we also have for αT = αt = 0:

(p2a′) αX,0 = pW − ΠX(ν·σ)
S

We can show that the optimization problem minαT + αX has an interior solution, insofar as

that there exists α∗, α∗X ∈ (0, 1)2 such that α∗ 6= 0 and α∗ + α∗X < αX,0.

Proof. We can rewrite f = αT + αX as a function of α :

αT + αX = αT + pW (1−
(

1− pw
pW

αT

)σX
)− ΠX(ν · σ)

S
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Looking at first and second order conditions, we find that :
∂2αT+αX

∂α2 ≥ 0

∂αT+αX
∂α = 0 for αT = pW

1−pw [(1− pw)σX ]
1

1−σX

Conditions (e), (f), and (g) are met, and we can conclude that f is convex and takes its

minimum in : 
α∗ = pW

1−pw [(1− pw)σX ]
1

1−σX

α∗X = pW (1− [(1− pw)σX ]
σX

1−σX )− ΠX(ν·σ)
S

for

α∗x = [(1− pw)σX ]
σX

1−σX

Combining this value for α∗x in equilibrium and (p2c), we get a scope condition, such that

equilibrium (P2) can be maintained if:14

(p2c′′) pW ≥ pw

1−[(1−pw)σX ]
σX

1−σX

Comparing with E[UL] in (P1), we have:

(α∗ + α∗X)(P1) ≤ (α∗ + α∗X)(P2)

⇐⇒

pW [ 1
1−pw

(
pW−pw
pW

) 1
σX + [(1− pw)σX ]

σX
1−σX [σ

1
1−σX
X (1− 1

σX
)]] ≤ pW − pw

which is never true. Hence, when it exists, equilibrium (P2) is preferred to (P1).

3. Conditions for (C1)

Let us now consider equilibrium (C1). The conditions to sustain this equilibrium are:

14Substantively, this condition means that an equilibrium of this type exists in communities where the size of group T
is large enough with regard to the size of group X. When group T is large, L can prefer to buy off X rather than T ,
even though marginally, T is ‘cheaper’ to buy-off than X.
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(c1a) uX(h2) ≥ uX(h1)

(c1b) uL(h2) ≥ uL(h1)

(c1c) uX(h2) ≥ uX(h3)

(c1d) uT (h2) ≥ uT (h3)

These conditions can be formulated into the following implicit optimization problem:

minαT + αX

s.t.

(c1a) αX ≤ pw − ΠX(ν·σ)
S

(c1b) αX ≥ pw(1− α)

(c1c) αt ≥ pW−pw
pW

(c1d) αT ≥ pW
1−pw (αt)

1
σX

and

(e) 0 ≤ αT ≤ 1

(f) 0 ≤ αX ≤ 1

(g) 0 ≤ αT + αX ≤ 1

Since (c1c) and (c1d) are binding, as long as ΠX(ν·σ)
S ≤ pw, the equilibrium can be sustained,

and the offers made are:

(c1d′) α∗ = pW
1−pw (pW−pwpW

)
1
σX

(c1a′) α∗X = 0

with

(c1c′) αt = pW−pw
pW

We can conclude that (C1) can be sustained under the conditions described in Table A.4.

Compared to E[UL] in (P1), we have:
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Table A.3: Conditions for (C1)

Π

S

0 pw

Offers α∗ = pW
1−pw (pW−pwpW

)
1
σX

α∗X = 0
N.A.

Final
Allocation

E[UT ] = pW

[
pW−pw
pW

] 1
σX

E[UX ] = pw
N.A.

UL (1− pw)(1− α∗)S N.A.

E[UL](C1) ≥ E[UL](P1)

⇐⇒
(1− pw)(1− α∗)S ≥ (1− α∗ − α∗X)S

⇐⇒
Π
S ≤ α∗pw

Comparing with E[UL] in (P2), we find that, when (P2) exists, that is if pW ≥ pw

1−[(1−pw)σX ]
σX

1−σX

and ∀σX ∈ (0, 1):

(1− α∗)(1− pw)(C1) ≥ (1− α∗ − α∗X)(P2)

⇐⇒
ΠX(ν·σ)

S ≤ k

where k ∈ (0, α∗pw), such that:

k = pw(
pW

1− pw

(
pW − pw
pW

) 1
σX

)+
pW

1− pw
[(1−pw)σX ]

1
1−σX +pW (1−[(1− pw)σX ]

σX
1−σX )− pW

1− pw

(
pW − pw
pW

) 1
σX −pw

4. Conditions for (C2)

Finally, let us consider equilibrium (C2). While the way in which T and X split S in case they win

the contestation depends on α and αX , the expected utility of L in this case does not. We have:

E[UL] = (1− pW )S

Comparing with E[UL] in (C1), we have:

(1− pW ) < (1− pw)(1− α∗)
⇐⇒
α∗ < pW−pw

1−pw

which is always true since in (C1), α∗ = pW
1−pw (pW−pwpW

)
1
σX . Hence, equilibrium (C2) is always
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sub-optimal for L compared to equilibrium (C1).

We can summarize the results as follows:

Table A.4: Equilibrium strategy preferred by L
Π

S

0 k α∗pw pw

If condition 1
is true

C1 P2 P2 P2

If condition 1
is not true

C1 C1 P1 P1

where condition 1 is:

pW ≥
pw

1− [(1− pw)σX ]
σX

1−σX

and

α∗ =
pW

1− pw
(
pW − pw
pW

)
1
σX
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A.3 Proving the Results

In this appendix, we prove that the equilibrium results we use to make our predictions are not

specific to our basic setup. More specifically, we show that all the specifications of the model that

we have considered lead to same strategic dynamics in which three features are constant:

Proposition 1 In equilibrium, E[UX ] (respectively, E[UL]) is a (nonstrictly) decreasing (resp.

increasing) function of ΠX(ν·σ)
S .

Proof. In equilibria (P1) and (P2), we have
∂α∗X

∂
ΠX (ν·σ)

S

≤ 0 and
∂α∗L

∂
ΠX (ν·σ)

S

≥ 0. In equilibrium (C1),

E[UX ] (resp. E[UL]) is constant with regard to ΠX(ν·σ)
S and superior (resp. inferior) or equal to

E[UX ] (resp. E[UL]) in (P1) and (P2).

From this, we can deduce Prediction 1, 2 and 3: bigger aid windfalls induce more capture by

elites in cooperative (compared to competitive) communities and more capture by the excluded

group in competitive (compared to cooperative) communities. Using implicit differentiation on α∗L
in either (P1) or (P2), we have ∂2γ∗

∂S∂ΠX(ν·σ) ≤ 0. Similarly, we have
∂2α∗X

∂S∂ΠX(ν·σ) ≥ 0.15

Proposition 2 In any specification s, there exists a constant Ks > 0 such that ∀ΠX(ν·σ)
S ≤ Ks,

bargaining breaks down and there is contestation in equilibrium.

Proof. We take Ks = k if condition 1 is true and Ks = α∗T = pW
1−pw (pW−pwpW

)
1
σX otherwise.

Using implicit differentiation, we have ∂f
∂S ≥ 0 where f = Ks · S − ΠX(ν · σ) represents an

implicit function of the likelihood of contestation in equilibrium. From this, we can deduce Pre-

diction 5: bigger aid windfalls exacerbate divisions between the excluded group and the rest of the

community.16

Proposition 3 ∀ΠX(ν·σ)
S ≤ Ks, we have limσX→1E[UT ] = nT

n and limσX→1E[UL] = 1− pW .

Proof. In equilibrium (C1), we have limσX→1E[UT ] = limσX→1 pW

[
pW−pw
pW

] 1
σX = pW − pw = nT

n .

Similarly, limσX→1E[UX ] = limσX→1 pw = nX
n and, thus, limσX→1E[UX ] = nL

n .

From this, we can deduce Prediction 4: as windfall size increases in intensely competitive

communities (where contestation is very likely), distribution tends towards equal-sharing.

15Since
∂α∗

X
∂S

is a function of ΠX(ν · σ), none of our assumptions allows us to interpret it straightforwardly. The same
is true for α∗T and α∗L: without controlling for ΠX(ν · σ), we cannot directly predict that an increase in the windfall
size will have a significant effect on diversion and capture.

16Note that we cannot infer a cross-partial prediction for both C and S from Proposition 2.
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B Competitive vs. Cooperative Villages

In our model, ‘competitive’ villages are those in which the excluded group has influence within the

community as well as adversarial relations with other groups. In contrast, ‘cooperative’ villages are

those in which the excluded group lacks influence or has good relations with other groups. We code

all villages in which GAM had a stronghold and lacked village support as competitive communities

as one (1) and all other villages as zero (0).

Village was a GAM
stronghold (2001-2005)

No Yes

j=13 j=17
Majority of Yes i=90 i=129

village supported Competitive=0 Competitive=0
GAM

during the j=23 j=22
conflict No i=135 i=150

(2001-2005) Competitive=0 Competitive=1

Notes: The table shows the over-lapping measures of GAM strength and support
from the village-head survey and used as the main measure for heterogeneous ef-
fects (described in Section 3.2). The rows in each cell show the number of village
observations (j), the number of individual observations within villages (i).

Table B.1: Measure of village competition vs. cooperation
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C Descriptive Statistics

Table C.1 presents descriptive statistics for the sample for the main outcomes of interest, the main

measure of village ‘competitiveness’, and the control variables for individuals and villages in the

63 villages primarily used in the analysis. Wordings for the survey questions can be found in

Appendix E. Overall we see that approximately 67 percent of victim and 56 percent of former

combatant respondents report their household received some assistance from BRA-KDP, with the

average amount for victims totalling about 760,000 rupiah (about $76) and about 570,000 ($57) for

former combatants. Supplementary data shows that the overwhelming majority of funds were used

for private goods, with about 95 percent of all recipients reporting that they primarily received

goods in the form of cash that was then put towards livelihood activities (Barron et al., 2009;

Morel, Watanabe and Wrobel, 2009). This suggests that these measures capture how the bulk of

BRA-KDP aid was allocated.

Reassuringly from a targeting perspetive, 96 percent of all civilian respondents disagree with

the statement that BRA-KDP activities selected did not benefit victims. Yet, 11 percent also state

that the activities selected benefitted former combatants too much. Furthermore, 18 percent of all

civilian respondents acknowledge that those connected to the village leader tend to do better than

others in the village when it comes to allocating resources suggests some scope for elite capture.

Looking at preferences for equal distribution, we see that 48 percent of civilians say that they

wanted bagi rata and that their village did indeed choose to distribute funds in this way. The

apparent prevalence of equal distribution is noteworthy given that it is also likely under-reported

given how strongly it was discouraged by BRA-KDP implementers.

Finally, turning to the five measures that capture social divisions, relatively few respondents

reported that disagreements within the context of BRA-KDP were not handled well (four percent)

and that differences between community members and former combatants were a source of division

(two percent). Yet, 33 percent of all civilian respondents say that say there are divisions within

the village between those who received special assistance from the government and those that did

not, indicating the importance of investigating how aid might be exacerbating tensions within

communities.

Table C.2 contains detailed information on the control variables and index components.
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Mean SD Min Max N
Panel A: Main Outcomes

Allocation of Aid in BRA-KDP (Table 2)
Received assistance (conflict victims) 0.67 0.47 0 1 129
Received assistance (former combatants) 0.56 0.50 0 1 117
Amount received (conflict victims) (million rupiah) 0.76 0.84 0 3 129
Amount received (former combatants) (million rupiah) 0.57 0.70 0 3 117
Share received (conflict victims) (%) 0.59 0.67 0 2.5 129
Share received (former combatants) (%) 0.43 0.55 0 2.5 117

Capture (Table 3)
Victims benefitted from BRA-KDP 0.96 0.21 0 1 317
Victims benefit more than others 0.60 0.52 -1 1 317
Ex-combatants benefitted from BRA-KDP 0.11 0.32 0 1 317
Ex-combatants benefit more than others 0.08 0.53 -1 1 315
Friend/family of village leader benefit more 0.03 0.57 -1 1 314
Connected to local gov benefit more -0.02 0.55 -1 1 312

Equal Distribution (Table 4)
Wanted equal distribution 0.48 0.50 0 1 317
Village did equal distribution 0.47 0.50 0 1 317
Village did equal distribution (village-level measure) 0.30 0.46 0 1 63

Social Divisions (Table 5)
Disagreements over BRA-KDP not handled well 0.04 0.19 0 1 317
Divisions with former combatants 0.02 0.15 0 1 316
Acceptance of ex-combatants (index) 0.02 0.35 -4.50 0.09 317
Divisions with those who received aid 0.33 0.47 0 1 317
Conflicts tend to endure 0.15 0.36 0 1 317

Panel B: Context Variable (ARLS)
Village relations ‘competitive’ (versus cooperative) 0.29 0.46 0 1 63

Panel C: Control Variables (PODES 2000)
Village population -0.45 0.36 -0.83 1.22 63
Village economic condition 0.10 0.96 -3.46 2.29 63
Main road lighting 0.14 0.93 -1.51 0.66 63
Fuel for cooking 0.05 0.70 -2.32 0.25 63
Terrain (hilly, flat) 0.08 1.06 -0.58 2.91 63
Located near forest 0.02 1.05 -0.44 4.41 63
Distance to regional capital 0.02 0.89 -1.90 1.46 63
Length of time village head in office 0.26 1.10 -1.03 3.74 63
Distance to services index 0.07 0.59 -0.95 1.68 63
Village associations index 0.17 0.94 -1.59 3.55 63
Village capacity index -0.33 1.04 -1.57 2.36 63
Village crime index -0.19 1.17 -4.09 0.57 63
Village security index 0.19 1.06 -0.85 3.73 63

Notes: Table presents descriptive statistics for the main outcome, context, and control variables for the 63
villages primarily used in the analysis. The control variables presented in Panel C were normalized to mean
zero and a standard deviation of one in the full sample of 75 villages. Control indices were created using
inverse covariance weighting as described in (Anderson, 2008).

Table C.1: Descriptive Statistics
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Mean SD Min Max N

Panel A: Context Variables (ARLS)
Main 0.29 0.46 0 1 63

Village relations ‘competitive’ (versus cooperative)
Components

Majority village did not support GAM (2001-2005) 0.57 0.50 0 1 63
Village was a GAM base (2001-2005) 0.51 0.50 0 1 63

Panel B: Control Variables (PODES 2000)
Village population 340 204 120 1291 63
Village economic condition 3.86 0.50 2 5 63
Main road lighting 1.76 0.43 1 2 63
Fuel for cooking 0.92 0.27 0 1 63
Terrain (hilly, flat) (from ARLS) 0.39 0.61 0 2 62
Located near forest 0.19 0.43 0 2 63
Distance to regional capitol (km) 117.40 54.32 0 205 63
Length of time village head in office 6.49 5.54 0 24 63

Panel C: Control Indices and Components (PODES 2000)
Distance to services index 0.07 0.59 -0.95 1.68 63

Distance to primary school (km) 1.23 1.13 0 4 63
Distance to secondary school (km) 4.71 3.91 0 19 63
Distance to hospital (km) 46.84 25.71 4 98 63
Distance to puskesmas (km) 6.30 4.63 0.1 19.5 63
Distance to market (km) 5.35 3.60 0 17.5 63

Village associations index 0.17 0.94 -1.59 3.55 63
Religious group 1.43 0.50 1 2 63
Youth group 1.22 0.42 1 2 63
Social group 1.89 0.32 1 2 63
Self-help group 1.03 0.18 1 2 63
Tithing group 1.19 0.40 1 2 63

Village capacity index -0.33 1.04 -1.57 2.36 63
Population registry updated regularly 1.92 0.68 1 3 63
Village head education 3.63 1.20 2 7 63
Village has an office (PODES 2003) 0.14 0.35 0 1 63

Village crime index -0.19 1.17 -4.09 0.57 63
Stealing in village 1.70 0.46 1 2 63
Killing in village 1.94 0.25 1 2 63
Mistreatment 1.84 0.37 1 2 63

Village security index (community self defense) 0.19 1.06 -0.85 3.73 63
Village built safety post 1.38 0.49 1 2 63
Village formed safety guard group 3.49 0.50 3 4 63
Distance to nearest safety post (km) 1.06 3.59 0 23 63
Distance to nearest police post (km) 14.78 25.10 0.2 98 63
Distance to nearest police sector (km) 7.86 4.85 0.2 23 63

Notes: The table presents descriptive statistics for all context variables, control variables, and control indices (and their com-
ponents) for the 63 villages primarily used in the analysis. Control indices were created using inverse covariance weighting as
described in Anderson (2008). Variables in Panel A come from the Aceh Reintegration and Livelihood Surveys; variables in Panel
B come from PODES 2000.

Table C.2: Descriptive Statistics for Controls, Indices, and Index Components
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D Correlates of Village Competitiveness

Whether a village is ‘competitive’ or ‘cooperative’ is not determined exogenously in this study. To

better understand the differences between these types of villages, we regress our measure of village

competitivess on the controls from PODES 2000 (summarized in C.2. As can be seen, proximity

to the forest and crime are positively correlated, and village security negatively correlated, with

whether a village is more likely to be competitive in the period from 2001-2005). This is consistent

with the notion that GAM was most likely to be strong and have poor relations with the community

in villages where the geography was in its favor and where it was affiliated with criminal networks.
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Table D.1: Correlates of Village Competitiveness

(1)
‘Competitive’

Village population -0.14
(0.13)

Village economic condition -0.01
(0.07)

Main road lighting 0.08
(0.08)

Fuel for cooking 0.07
(0.07)

Terrain (hilly, flat) 0.01
(0.06)

Located near forest 0.13∗∗

(0.05)
Distance to regional capital 0.01

(0.08)
Length of time village head in office 0.01

(0.06)
Distance to services index 0.07

(0.10)
Village associations index -0.07

(0.07)
Village capacity index -0.01

(0.06)
Village crime index 0.09∗

(0.05)
Village security index -0.11∗

(0.07)
Constant 0.25∗∗∗

(0.06)

Observations 74

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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E Survey Question Wordings

Short label Question wording Coding
Table 3: Allocations in BRA-KDP
Received BRA-KDP Assistance Did you or your household directly receive any money or goods from BRA-KDP? yes=1, no=0

Amount of assistance received What as the most important thing/quantity that you received Amount in million rupiah

Share received Per capita share of the aid windfall received 0-100

Table 4: Perceptions of Capture
Victims benefitted from BRA-KDP Do you agree or disagree that the activities selected in BRA-KDP did not benefit conflict victims disagree = 1, agree = 0

Victims benefit more than others When the community has to make a decision about how to allocate resources in the village well = 1, same = 0, worse = -1
sometimes some groups benefit more than others. Generally do you think that conflict victims
do especially well or especially badly relative to other people in such situations?

Excom benefitted from BRA-KDP Do you agree or disagree that BRA-KDP benefitted ex-GAM combatants? agree=1, disagree=0

Leaders benefit more than others Generally do you think that friends and family of the village leader do especially well or well = 1, same = 0, worse = -1
especially badly relative to other people in such situations

Connected benefit more than others Generally do you think that those connected to the village government do especially well or well = 1, same = 0, worse = -1
especially badly relative to other people in such situations

Table 5: Equal distribution
Preferred bagi rata Village preferred equal-sharing yes=1, no=0

Vil chose bagi rata Village chose to do equal-sharing yes=1, no=0

Table 6: Conflict
Disagreements badly handled Disagreements in BRA-KDP were not well handled agree=1, disagree=0

Divisions with excom To what extent do differences between ex-combatants and village members divide people major/minor source of division=1,
in the village? not a source of division = 0.

Acceptance of excom Index of willingness for GAM to be (i) welcomed in the village, (ii) allowed to join community Index created through inverse
organizations, (iii) allowed to be village leaders; (iv) welcomed among close friends, covariance weighting (Anderson 2008)
(v) welcomed into your family through marriage.

Divisions with aid recipients To what extent do differences between aid recipients and village members major/minor source of division=1,
divide people in the village? not a source of division = 0

Village conflict endures In your opinion, are problems in this village normally resolved satisfactorily resolved satisfactorily = 0, tend to endure = 1
or do they tend to endure?
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F Checks of RD Assumptions

F.1 Discontinuities in pre-treatment covariates

A central assumption under-pinning RD is that the imposition of an arbitrary threshold in an

assignment variable creates experimental conditions for observations in the immediate vicinity of

the threshold. A standard way for investigating this assumption is to test for a discontinuity

in pre-treatment covariates across the threshold (Lee and Lemieux, 2010). We do not expect to

observe a discontinuous change in pre-treatment characteristics, including the key context variable

for heterogeneous effects. As we see there is no statistically significant evidence of a discontuity at

the threshold for pre-treatment covariates.

coef s.e. p-value N

Panel A: Context Variables (ARLS)
Main

Village relations ‘competitive’ versus ‘cooperative’ -0.36 (0.34) 0.291 63
Components

Majority of village did not support GAM (2001-05) -0.28 (0.38) 0.458 63
Village was a GAM base (2001-2005) -0.08 (0.34) 0.818 63

Panel B: Control Variables (PODES 2000)
Village population 0.33 (0.21) 0.124 63
Village economic condition -0.12 (0.41) 0.763 63
Main road lighting -0.58 (0.50) 0.253 63
Fuel for cooking -0.84 (0.50) 0.098 63
Terrain (hilly, flat) -0.74 (0.60) 0.225 63
Located near forest 0.36 (0.91) 0.689 63
Distance to regional capital -0.80 (0.67) 0.239 63
Distance to services index 0.18 (0.31) 0.564 63
Village associations index -0.05 (0.46) 0.912 63
Village capacity index 0.62 (0.54) 0.249 63
Village crime index -0.65 (0.73) 0.370 63
Village security index 0.27 (0.45) 0.552 63
Length of time village head in office 0.17 (0.61) 0.786 63

Notes: * p<.05. Table presents results from a regression of the assignment variable Zj on pre-treatment context and
control variables. All results are derived from survey weighted least squares for the 63 villages primarily used in the
analysis. All regressions fully interact Zj with linear and quadratic forms of the centered running variable (see Equation
1 in the main text).

Table F.1: Check for discontinuities in pre-treatment variables at population threshold
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F.2 Discontinuities at pseudo-thresholds

It should also be the case that we do not observe discontinuities in the outcomes variables where

we know a threshold does not exist. If we observe discontinuities at pseudo-thresholds where we

no that there was no treatment, this would suggest misspecifications in our estimation equation.

Imbens and Lemieux (2008) recommend testing for discontinuities in pseudo-thresholds located at

the medians of the assignment variable to the right and left of the threshold (±70 in our case).

Since the main concern pertains to misspecifying the estimation of the local average treatment

effect, we focus on reproducing our analysis for the local average treatment effect of windfall size as

presented in Table 6 (using Equation 1 described in Section 3.4). While one estimate is significant

this could be due to chance.

Fake at Pop=70 Fake at Pop=-70

Conflict Outcomes (Results Table 5) Group τ s.e. n tau s.e. n

Disagreements over BRA-KDP not handled well Victim (objective) 0.02 (.02) 129 0.14 (.12) 111
Disagreements over BRA-KDP not handled well Civilian (all) -0.01 (.09) 299 -0.10 (.08) 268
Divisions with former combatants Victim (objective) -0.12 (.08) 129 -0.12 (.10) 111
Divisions with former combatants Civilian (all) -.10* (.05) 298 -0.14 (.09) 267
Acceptance of ex-combatants (index) Victim (objective) -0.08 (.08) 129 -0.02 (.08) 111
Acceptance of ex-combatants (index) Civilian (all) -0.07 (.06) 299 -0.08 (.07) 268
Divisions with those who received aid Victim (objective) -0.08 (.27) 129 -0.21 (.32) 111
Divisions with those who received aid Civilian (all) -0.26 (.18) 299 -0.12 (.19) 268
Conflicts tend to endure Victim (objective) -0.10 (.08) 129 0.08 (.33) 111
Conflicts tend to endure Civilian (all) -0.14 (.11) 299 0.01 (.23) 268

Notes: * p<.05. Table presents results from a regression of a pseudo assignment variable on the main outcome using fake thresholds at
population ± 70 (the medians of the running variable for Zj = 1 and Zj = 0 villages. All results are derived from survey weighted least
squares for the 63 villages primarily used in the analysis. All regressions fully interact Zj with linear and quadratic forms of the centered
running variable (see Equation 1 in the main text).

Table F.2: Check for discontinuities in outcomes at pseudo thresholds
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F.3 Density tests

Finally, unbiased estimation in an RDD requires that there is no manipulation of observations on

either side of the threshold. Following common practice, we test for a discontinuity in the density

of observations in the immediate vicinity of the threshold, which would be taken as evidence for

sorting around the threshold (McCrary, 2008). As can be seen there is no evidence of a discontinuity

in the density of observations around the threshold.
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Figure F.1: McCrary density test for a discontinuity in the distribution around the centered pop-
ulation threshold.
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G Figures
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Figure G.1: Allocations in BRA-KDP. Figure shows how the effect of windfall size on the outcome varies for ‘competitive’ versus
‘cooperative’ villages at the population threshold (corresponds to Table 3). The black (gray) line shows the fit from a local polynomial
regression (bandwidth=100), estimated separately on either side of the threshold, for competitive (cooperative) villages.
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Figure G.2: Perceptions of capture. Figure shows how the effect of windfall size on the outcome varies for ‘competitive’ versus
‘cooperative’ villages at the population threshold (corresponds to Table 4). The black (gray) line shows the fit from a local polynomial
regression (bandwidth=100), estimated separately on either side of the threshold, for competitive (cooperative) villages.
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Figure G.3: Equal sharing. Figure shows how the effect of windfall size on the outcome varies for ‘competitive’ versus ‘cooperative’
villages at the population threshold (corresponds to Table 5). The black (gray) line shows the fit from a local polynomial regression
(bandwidth=100), estimated separately on either side of the threshold, for competitive (cooperative) villages.
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Figure G.4: Conflict. Figure shows how the effect of windfall size on the outcome varies for ‘competitive’ versus ‘cooperative’ villages
at the population threshold (corresponds to Table 6). The black dashed line shows the fit from a local polynomial regression (band-
width=100), estimated separately on either side of the threshold, for all villages, indicating the local average treatment effect of windfall
size. The black (gray) line shows the fit for competitive (cooperative) villages.
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H Secondhand Redistribution
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Figure H.1: How conflict victims and former combatant BRA-KDP recipients used their benefits
within one month of receipt.
.
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I Robustness of Main Results

A well-known concern with regression discontinuity designs is that results can be sensitive to the

choice of specification and bandwidth. Focusing on observations near the threshold can return

unbiased estimates at the cost of high variance; using observations far from the threshold improves

precision but potentially introduces bias. We therefore conduct a number of robustness checks to

investigate the sensitivity of our main results to different analyses, summarized in the table on

the following page. Following on Lee and Lemieux (2010), we employ nonparametric local linear

and local polynomial (using the same specification described above) regression in which we use

a triangle kernel to weight observations near the threshold more heavily and report results for a

bandwidth of ± 150 (columns 4 and 6) as well as for the optimal data-driven bandwidth proposed

by (Imbens and Kalyanaraman, 2012) (columns 5 and 7). We also check the robustness of results

to the inclusion of district-level fixed effects in the main specification (column 2), to increasing to

a bandwith of ± 200 (column 3), and to a fully interacted model in which Vj and Zj are fully

interacted with linear and quadratic forms of Pj .

As can be seen in the table, the main results are generally supported by the robustness checks.

The sign of the key coefficients are generally consistent across estimations and several of the results

remain significant at the 95 percent confidence level, even in models where we expect the variance

to be higher due to a narrower bandwidth. Detailed results for all robustness checks are available

upon request.
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MAIN ROBUSTNESS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Main results Main spec Main spec Local polynomial Local polynomial Local linear Local linear Quad spline
reported in text (defined in text) (defined in text) triangle kernel triangle kernel triangle kernel triangle kernel fully interacted

gam comp strong gam comp strong band=200 band=150 band=IK band=150 band=IK band=150
plus controls & (main spec) (main spec)

Groups Prediction district f.e.
Panel A: Coefficients on Windfall Size x Village Competitiveness (theta)
Allocation of Aid in BRA-KDP (Table 2)

Received assistance victim + + + + + + - - -
Received assistance excom + +/* + + +/* + +/* + +
Amount received victim + +/* +/* + +/* +/* + +/* +/*
Amount received excom + + + + + +/* +/* +/* +
Share received victim + +/* +/* + +/* +/* + +/* +/*
Share received excom + + + + +/* +/* +/* +/* +

Capture (Table 3)
Victims benefitted from BRA-KDP victim + - - + - - - + +/*
Victims benefitted from BRA-KDP all civil + - -/* - - +/* - +/* +
Victims benefit more than others victim + + + + + + + + +
Victims benefit more than others all civil + - + - - - - - -
Excom benefitted from BRA-KDP victim + + + + + + + + -
Excom benefitted from BRA-KDP all civil + +/* +/* +/* +/* +/* +/* +/* +/*
Excom benefit more than others victim + +/* + + +/* - +/* + +/*
Excom benefit more than others all civil + + + + + + +/* +/* +
Friend/family of village leader benefit victim - -/* - - - - - - -
Friend/family of village leader benefit all civil - - -/* - - - - - -/*
Connected to local gov benefit victim - -/* -/* - -/* -/* -/* -/* -
Connected to local gov benefit all civil - - -/* - -/* -/* -/* -/* -/*

Equal Division (Table 4)
Preferred equal distribution victim + +/* + +/* +/* + + + +
Preferred equal distribution all civil + + + + + + + + +
Village did equal distribution victim + + +/* + +/* + + + +/*
Village did equal distribution all civil + + + + + + + +/* +

Conflict (Table 5)
Disagreements not well handled victim - + +/* + - Not estimable - Not estimable -
Disagreements not well handled all civil - + + + + + + + +
Divisions with excom victim - + - + - + - - -
Divisions with excom all civil - - - + - +/* + 0 -
Acceptance of excom (index) victim + + - + + + + + +
Acceptance of excom (index) all civil + + + + + + + + +
Divisions with aid recipients victim - +/* +/* + +/* +/* +/* +/* +
Divisions with aid recipients all civil - + +/* + + + + + +
Conflicts tend to endure victim - -/* -/* -/* -/* - -/* - -
Conflicts tend to endure all civil - -/* -/* -/* -/* - - -/* -

Panel B: Coefficients on Windfall Size (tau)
Conflict (Table 5)

Disagreements not well handled victim + - +/* - 0 Not estimable - Not estimable Not applicable
Disagreements not well handled all civil + + +/* + + + + + Not applicable
Divisions with excom victim + + +/* + + - + + Not applicable
Divisions with excom all civil + + + + + - + + Not applicable
Acceptance of excom (index) victim - + + + + + + + Not applicable
Acceptance of excom (index) all civil - + + - + + - + Not applicable
Divisions with aid recipients victim + - - - - - - - Not applicable
Divisions with aid recipients all civil + - + + - - + - Not applicable
Conflicts tend to endure victim - - - - - - - - Not applicable
Conflicts tend to endure all civil - - + - - -/* - - Not applicable

* Sig at 95% confidence level
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